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We theoretically study the Hall response of a lattice system following a quench where the topology
of a filled band is suddenly changed. In the limit where the physics is dominated by a single Dirac
cone, we find that the change in the Hall conductivity is two-thirds of the quantum of conductivity.
We explore this universal behavior in the Haldane model, and discuss cold-atom experiments for its
observation. Beyond linear response, the Hall effect crosses over from fractional to integer values.
We investigate finite-size effects, and the role of the harmonic confinement.
I. INTRODUCTION
What happens when a system is suddenly driven be-
tween two topologically different phases? Several au-
thors have tried to answer this question in the context of
Chern insulators [1–7]. Aspects of the original topology
survive the quench, but most physical observables (edge
currents, Hall conductivity) appear to be non-universal.
Here, we study the non-equilibrium Hall response fol-
lowing a quench where the mass term of a single Dirac
cone changes sign, and apply these results to understand-
ing quenches in Chern insulators. Such non-equilibrium
questions are at the forefront of research into topologi-
cal systems [1–9]. We find that for symmetric quenches
dominated by a single Dirac cone, the Hall conductivity
universally changes by 2e2/3h, which is two-thirds of the
quantum of conductivity.
We argue that this non-equilibrium topological re-
sponse can be observed in cold-atom experiments. Jotzu
et al. [10] recently implemented the Haldane model [11]
using fermionic potassium atoms, and observed transi-
tions between ordinary insulators (OIs) and Chern in-
sulators (CIs). They are capable of quenching between
these phases. Here, we analyze these transitions, and
discuss a protocol for observing the non-equilibrium frac-
tional Hall response.
To establish our central result, we first analytically cal-
culate the non-equilibrium response for a single Dirac
cone in a two-band model. We then show that the uni-
versal fractional Hall response of a single Dirac cone ap-
pears in quenches of the Haldane model. We consider
both an infinite geometry as well as a strip configura-
tion. The latter configuration lets us study the evolution
of the edges modes. In addition to linear response, we
explore the full time dynamics of this system in an elec-
tric field. We find that the currents perpendicular to the
field are time-dependent. At short times, they are con-
sistent with the fractional Hall conductivity predicted by
our linear response theory. At long times, they instead
correspond to an integer Hall response.
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One important question for observing these effects is
the role of finite system size. We find that for narrow
strips the equilibrium Hall response deviates from the
integral value predicted by bulk calculations. The devi-
ation vanishes as the inverse of the system size. A re-
lated question is the role of harmonic confinement. Re-
markably, we find that even though the edges of a har-
monically trapped cloud are metallic, one can observe a
quantized Hall response. Furthermore, we show that by
analyzing currents inside the trapped cloud, one can infer
the Hall conductance, without applying an electric field.
When discussing the neutral atomic systems we will con-
tinue to use the language of electrodynamics: The electric
field is a force, current is particle current, and the charge
is simply unity.
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section,
we calculate the Hall response of a single Dirac cone
following a quench that inverts its mass sign. Section
III generalizes this discussion to the Haldane model. In
Sec.III B, we analyze the nonlinear characteristics of the
out-of-equilibrium Hall response. Then in Sec.III C, we
consider a strip configuration and investigate finite size
effects. Section IV focuses on the effect of a harmonic
confinement on the Hall conductivity of a strip, and dis-
cusses correspondences to cold atom experiments. We
conclude our discussion with Sec.V.
II. SINGLE DIRAC CONE
Near a topological transition of a 2D system, the low-
energy physics is described by a massive Dirac model
[11–13]. We parameterize the static Hamiltonian by two
quantities; the gap ∆ and the ‘speed of light’ c,
H(~k) =

 ∆ ckeiθ
cke−iθ −∆

 , (1)
where keiθ = kx + iky expresses the 2D momentum as
a complex number. When ∆ = 0, the spectrum consists
of a gapless Dirac cone at ~k = 0. For nonzero ∆, a
gap with magnitude 2|∆| opens at zero momentum. The
energies εn = (−1)n
√
∆2 + c2k2 for the band index n =
21, 2 are independent of the sign of the gap (mass). The
corresponding eigenstates are
un(~k) =
1
Nn(~k)


(−1)neiθck/∆
√
1 +
(
ck
∆
)2 − (−1)n

 , (2)
where Nn(~k) =
√
2
√
1 +
(
ck
∆
)2 − (−1)n√1 + ( ck
∆
)2
is
the normalization. One imagines that the negative en-
ergy modes are filled, and the positive energy modes are
empty. The contribution to the Hall conductivity from
these low-energy modes can be calculated from the Chern
number C via σH = Ce
2/h [14]. The Chern number is
given by
Cn =
1
2π
∫
d2k Ωn(~k), (3)
where the Berry curvature is
Ωn(~k) = −i〈∂~kun(~k)| × |∂~kun(~k)〉 =
(−1)n+1c2∆
2(∆2 + c2k2)3/2
.
(4)
The Berry curvature is odd in the gap parameter, and
the Chern numbers of the cones C = ±1/2 depend on
the sign of ∆, even though the energy spectrum does
not. The Chern number for a given band must be an
integer, so the modes neglected in the low-energy de-
scription must also supply a half-integer Chern number.
We are envisioning a quench which does not affect these
higher energy modes, and their contribution to the Hall
conductivity will not change during the quench.
We imagine suddenly flipping the sign of the ∆. The
probability Pn(~k) of a particle of momentum k being
found in the nth band following this quench is simply
the inner product between u1(~k), and u¯n(~k), where u¯n is
given by Eq.(2) with ∆→ −∆. This yields
P1(~k) =
c2k2
∆2 + c2k2
, P2(~k) =
∆2
∆2 + c2k2
. (5)
After the quench, the system is in a non-equilibrium
state. Hence, each k point contributes to the Hall con-
ductivity with its Berry curvature weighted by its occu-
pation probability [3, 7],
σH,neq =
e2
h
Cneq =
e2
2πh
∑
n
∫
d2kPn(~k)Ωn(~k). (6)
Any effects from coherences between the bands average
out over a time τ ∼ h/∆, and can be neglected in lin-
ear response. Eq.(6) reduces to the usual TKNN formula
[14] for the ground state where the occupation probabil-
ity of the lowest band is one at each k and the higher
bands are completely empty. For partially filled bands,
the dimensionless Hall conductivity Cneq is clearly not
quantized and can take any value. However, in a mass-
sign-inverting quench, the symmetry between initial and
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FIG. 1. Non-equilibrium Hall conductivity, Cneq , of a single
Dirac cone following a ramp of the gap from −∆ to ∆ in time
2τ as shown in inset. Cneq is measured in units of e
2/h, and
the product ∆τ/~ is dimensionless. In the sudden quench
limit (τ = 0), Cneq = 1/6 and as ∆τ →∞, Cneq → 1/2. The
dashed line shows prediction of the LZ theory from Eq.(9).
final states will yield a universal result. In particular for
our case, the integrals in (6) are elementary and
Cneq =
1
3
− 1
6
=
1
6
. (7)
Here, the first (second) term is the contribution com-
ing from the lower (upper) band. This fractional Hall
response is independent of ∆. Although the Berry cur-
vatures and the number of excited particles are highly
sensitive to the value of the gap, they remarkably balance
each other in symmetric quenches and one always ends
up with 1/6-Hall response. If the quench is performed in
the opposite direction, Cneq changes sign to −1/6. Since
the initial Chern number was ±1/2, the change in the
Hall conductivity in such symmetric quenches is always
±2/3.
For completeness, we also consider sweeps with finite
rate where the gap is linearly ramped from −∆ to ∆
within time 2τ as illustrated in the inset of Fig.1. We
solve the Schro¨dinger equation
i~
∂
∂t
|Ψ(~k, t)〉 = H(~k, t)|Ψ(~k, t)〉, (8)
assuming the lower band is initially full. The adiabatic
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian traverse an avoided cross-
ing as the sign of the gap changes. At each k, there is
an independent Landau-Zener (LZ) problem, with adi-
abaticity parameter ηk = c
2k2τ/~∆. When ηk ≫ 1,
the particle remains in the lower band, while ηk ≪ 1 it
transitions with the probabilities in Eq.(5). Adiabatic-
ity always holds for modes with sufficiently large k. If
the gap is large, ∆ ≫ ~/τ , then the majority of the
modes which contribute to the Hall conductance will be
in that region. One can then use the LZ approximation,
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FIG. 2. Haldane model. (a) illustrates the matrix ele-
ments of the tight-binding Hamiltonian in Eq.(10); hoppings
t1, t2e
±iφ and bias 2M between A (dark) and B (light) sub-
lattices. (b) Phase diagram showing the Chern number of
the lowest band C = 0,±1. The arrow indicates the quench
studied in the text. Bands touch at a single Dirac point for
MC = ±t23
√
3 sinφ.
P2(~k, τ) = e
−πc2k2τ/~∆ which yields a Hall conductivity
CLZneq = −
1
2
+ π
√
∆τ
~
eπ∆τ/~erfc
(√
π
∆τ
~
)
. (9)
Here, erfc is the complementary error function. For
a general value of ∆τ/~, we numerically calculate the
excitation probabilities and the Hall conductivity (see
Fig.1). We see that for slow sweeps, the Hall conductiv-
ity saturates at Cneq = 1/2, while rapid quenches yield
Cneq = 1/6. For ∆τ/~ > 2, the Hall conductivity is well
approximated by the LZ result Eq.(9).
Our result, that the contribution to the non-
equilibrium Hall conductivity from a single Dirac cone
is 1/6 of the quantum of conductivity, implies that one
will see this same fraction in small quenches of any topo-
logical lattice system. To illustrate this universality, we
study the Haldane model.
III. THE HALDANE MODEL
A. Infinite System
The Haldane model is a simple yet realistic topo-
logical lattice model which realizes a quantum Hall ef-
fect in the absence of a net magnetic field [11]. Re-
cent cold-atom realizations [4, 10, 15, 16] provide an
ideal platform to study out-of-equilibrium topological
phenomena. The static Haldane Hamiltonian describes
non-interacting fermions on a honeycomb lattice (see
Fig.2(a))
H = −t1
∑
<ij>
a†iaj − t2
∑
≪ij≫
e±iφa†iaj
+M
∑
A
a†iai −M
∑
B
a†iai, (10)
where a†i (ai) creates (annihilates) a fermion at site i.
The first term is the nearest-neighbor hopping between
the two sublattices, and the second is the next-nearest-
neighbor intra-sublattice hopping which breaks time re-
versal symmetry (TRS). The arrows in Fig.2(a) represent
hopping directions for which the phase gain is positive.
An energy offset M of A and B sublattices breaks inver-
sion symmetry (IS). The corresponding phase diagram is
given in Fig.2(b) where we take |t2/t1| ≤ 1/3 to allow
the bands to touch but not to overlap [11]. When both
φ and M are zero, the spectrum is graphene-like with
two Dirac cones in the Brillouin zone. Breaking TRS
opens a gap at the two Dirac points, yielding topological
bands with Chern numbers C = ±1. Opening a gap by
breaking IS, on the other hand, results in an OI where
the Chern numbers vanish. By tuning the competition
between the two symmetry breaking terms, one can en-
gineer a topological transition involving only one of the
Dirac cones. The critical energy offset of the transition is
given by MC = ±t23
√
3 sinφ. The analysis in Section II
suggests that a symmetric quench across this boundary
will yield a universal non-equilibrium Hall response.
We now calculate the Hall response of the Haldane
model following a quench that changes the mass sign of
one of the Dirac cones in the Brillouin zone. As is sim-
plest in experiments, we quench the energy offset M , but
a quench of φ or t2 would also work. We start with a com-
pletely filled lower band at energy offsetMi =MC+∆M
for φ = 0.6π and t2 = 0.1t1, where the system is in OI
state for ∆M > 0. These lattice parameters are repre-
sentative: we find equivalent results for other parameters.
The first Dirac cone initially contributes a Chern number
of −1/2 where the second one contributes 1/2, hence the
Chern number is zero. We then suddenly change the sub-
lattice bias toMf =MC−∆M , as illustrated in Fig.2(b)
with the red arrow, and calculate the excitation proba-
bilities at each k in the Brillouin zone. By multiplying
the Berry curvatures of the final bands with the occupa-
tion probabilities, we calculate the Hall conductivity as
in Fig.3.
In the limit of ∆M ≪MC , the transition involves only
the first Dirac cone. Since particles near the second Dirac
cone are not excited, they continue to contribute 1/2 to
the Chern number. On the other hand, the mass of the
first Dirac cone changes sign, so its contribution to the
Hall response is 1/6 as in Sec.II. Together they add up to
a Hall response of 2/3, as seen in Fig.3. Note that in this
limit, the actual number of particles excited to the upper
band is small, but the change in the Hall conductivity is
still 2/3 as the Berry curvature is peaked at the Dirac
cone. There are no contributions from the rest of the
Brillouin zone as the Berry curvature is negligible and
no particles are excited. For larger quenches (∆M ∼
MC), the Hall conductivity deviates from 2/3 due to the
excitations at the second Dirac cone. For quenches in
the other direction, from CI phase to OI phase, the Hall
conductivity becomes Cneq = 1/2− 1/6 = 1/3 where the
contribution of the first Dirac cone comes with a minus
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FIG. 3. Non-equilibrium Hall response of the Haldane model.
The energy offset M is suddenly quenched from Mi = MC +
∆M to Mf = MC − ∆M , where MC = t23
√
3 sinφ is the
topological transition point. Here φ = 0.6pi and t2 = 0.1t1.
For small quenches one reaches the fractional regime in which
Cneq → 2/3.
sign.
Experimentally, the local Berry curvature of the bands
can be probed by using wave packets [17], which is the
measurement of choice in the Zurich experiment [10]. In
this method, the wave packet is moved through the Bril-
louin zone sampling the transverse drift in regions with
significant curvature. In quenches on the Haldane model,
the action takes place mostly around one of the Dirac
cones. If the systems is quenched while the wave packet
is passing through the Dirac cone of interest, the resulting
transverse drift will reveal the contribution of that Dirac
cone alone, namely 1/6. Since the observation of the
universal 1/6 Hall response does not require a Haldane
model, but just the presence of a Dirac cone, it should be
also accessible in the hexagonal lattices of the Hamburg
[4] and Munich groups [15] as long as one can isolate the
contribution of a single Dirac cone. In practice, extract-
ing the Chern number from such experiments requires
attention to several technical details [5, 10, 17–19]. We
discuss an alternative approach in Section IV.
B. Beyond Linear Response
In an equilibrium state, where the bands are either
completely filled or empty, the occupation probability at
each point in the Brillouin zone does not change when a
force is applied [14]. However, in a non-equilibrium state,
the nonuniform distribution will evolve as forces are ap-
plied, leading to pronounced nonlinearities in the Hall
response. Here we characterize these nonlinearities. Lin-
ear response should be valid when the impulse imparted
on the atoms I = E∆t is small compared to the width
of the Dirac cone ∆/c. Here we relax this constraint but
still take E ≪ ∆2. In this regime band coherences can
be neglected, and one does not encounter the zitterbewe-
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FIG. 4. Nonlinear Hall response Cneq = ∂X/∂I following
a quench, for transverse displacement X resulting from an
impulse I . The parameters are adimensionalized by using the
unit length of the lattice. The system is quenched between
states ∆M around the transition point MC as detailed in the
text. The Hall response of a non-equilibrium system saturates
to equilibrium result (C = 1 in this case) for large impulse.
Linear response regime shrinks for decreasing ∆M .
gung related effects found in Ref.[5] when they considered
delta-function impulses.
An infinitesimal impulse dIyˆ shifts a particle in the nth
band with a momentum ~k to ~k+dIyˆ, and shifts its center-
of-mass in the transverse direction by dX = Ωn(k)dI.
The total displacement of the cloud is found by adding
up the contribution from each (n, k) mode; weighted by
the probability of occupation Pn(~k). The response to
a finite impulse is then calculated by adding up these
infinitesimals,
X(I) =
1
2π
∫ I
0
dI ′
∑
n
∫
BZ
d2kPn(~k − I ′yˆ)Ωn(~k). (11)
The rate of change of this transverse displacement gives
the Hall conductivity σH = ∂X/∂I.
As in Section III A, we quench the system from the
ground state of the OI phase atMi =MC+∆M to the CI
phase at Mf =MC−∆M (where C = 1) with t2 = 0.1t1
and φ = 0.6π. We numerically calculate the final Berry
curvatures Ωn(~k) and the probability distributions within
the bands Pn(~k). We then apply an impulse Iyˆ which
shifts the probability distributions according to Eq.(11).
As seen in Fig.4, the resulting Hall conductivity σH =
∂X/∂I depends on the applied impulse.
We observe a crossover from a fractional Hall response
to an integer response. For large impulses, the excited
particles move away from the Dirac point towards k-
values with negligible curvature. The lower band be-
comes again completely filled around the Dirac cone and
the upper band completely empty. Hence, the Hall re-
sponse approaches that of the equilibrium system (C = 1
in this case). In Fig.4, we consider two different values
of ∆M . For smaller ∆M , particle excitations and curva-
ture are more confined around the Dirac point, resulting
in a smaller linear response regime.
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FIG. 5. Haldane strip with armchair termination, for param-
eters introduced in Fig.2(a). Unit cell is given by the shaded
area. We label the layers in the finite y-direction. Green
(thick vertical) lines represent how nearest- and next-nearest-
neighbor hoppings are assigned into these layers to calculate
the current density Jℓ.
In experiments on equilibrium states, larger impulses
are almost always favorable: The bigger the impulse, the
larger the transverse drift and hence the larger the signal.
In a non-equilibrium setting, however, there is a tension
between the desire to have a large signal, and the desire
to be in the linear response regime. The strength of the
impulse should be chosen carefully.
Up to this point we have been considering an experi-
ment in which the fermionic cloud is initially in its ground
state, and hence the Brillouin zone is uniformly filled.
One could imagine other scenarios in which this fractional
quantized conductance could be explored. For example,
one could fill only the states near the Dirac cone (those
with k . ∆/c). In that case, one could observe the 1/6
Hall response of that Dirac cone. Of course, if the spread
of the cloud in k-space is too small, or too large, a non-
universal value would be found. Many of the Haldane
model experiments in Zurich have utilized such partially
filled bands [10].
C. Strip geometry
The energy spectrum of a finite topological system is
fundamentally different than the infinite system due to
the presence of protected edge modes. In this section,
we investigate how edge states modify both the equilib-
rium, and non-equilibrium Hall response. We find that
for wide enough strips, our results from bulk calculations
hold. We also set up notation for exploring the spatial
distribution of currents in a harmonic trap. In Sec.IV,
we show that these currents can be used as a probe of
the Hall effect.
We take the system to be infinite in the x-direction and
finite in the y-direction with an armchair termination.
We define a ‘layer’ index for each site, which corresponds
to its y-position as shown in Fig.5. Under a uniform
electric field Eyˆ in the finite direction, a Hall current JH
flows along the strip in the x-direction.
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FIG. 6. Equilibrium Hall conductivity of the strip as a func-
tion of number of layers in the finite direction. The system
is in CI state at M = 0 and M = MC − 0.1, for t2 = 0.1t1
and φ = 0.6pi. Hall conductivity approaches to the quantized
bulk value as 1/L for increasing strip width.
Our Hamiltonian can be expressed as H =
−∑ij ti→ja†iaj +M∑A a†iai −M∑B a†iaj . The matrix
element ti→j is equal to t1 for neighboring sites, t2e
±iφ
for next-neighbor sites, and 0 for all others. The current
from site i to j is then
Ji→j = 2Im{tj→i〈a†iaj〉}. (12)
To quantify the spatial distribution of currents, we group
the currents according to the layers of i and j. For each
odd integer ℓ, we define Jℓ to be the sum of currents
either originating from or ending at the ℓth layer, at some
fixed x-position in the unit cell (see Fig.5). In an OI
state, JH =
∑Jℓ is always zero even though there may
be nonzero currents in individual layers. For a CI phase,
however, JH is finite in the presence of a nonzero electric
field. The Hall conductivity of the strip is then σsH =
1
W
∂JH
∂E where W is the width of the strip.
Cold atom experiments can explore strips of varying
width, even as small as two layers [20]. Thus, they are
well suited to quantifying finite size effects. To analyze
these effects in accessing bulk topological properties, here
we first consider equilibrium Hall response of a strip in
CI regime.
We take an L layer strip with M = 0, t2 = 0.1t1 and
φ = 0.6π. Here, the edge states are well separated from
the bulk, and we take the Fermi energy to lie in the bulk
gap. An infinite system with these parameters would
have a Chern number of 1. We apply an electric field,
and measure the resulting JH . Due to the presence of
the hallmark edge states, we find that σH is somewhat
smaller than one would expect from the bulk calculations
(see Fig.6). The deviation falls off as 1/L for large L.
This is sensible, as the ratio of edge to bulk modes falls
off with this same power. We repeat this calculation at
M =MC − 0.1, where the bulk gap is smaller. Given the
larger extent of the edge modes, it is not surprising that
we find a larger deviation from bulk behavior.
We now consider a wide strip and study our symmetric
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FIG. 7. Effect of a harmonic trap with ~ω = 0.09t1 in the finite direction for M = 0, t2 = 0.2t1 and φ = 0.5pi. (a) Local
density of states along the finite direction where the center is a CI and the edges are metallic. The Fermi energy is indicated
with the red line. (b) Current density flowing along the strip with (dark line) and without (light line) trap, in the absence of
an electric field. The force exerted by the trap Fy = −mω2y results in anomalous currents in the central topological region
according to jx = eCFy/h (dashed line).
quenches of Section III A. We start with a ground state
as before in the OI phase at Mi = MC + ∆M with the
same parameters in the previous section t2 = 0.1t1 and
φ = 0.6π. We numerically calculate the initial eigen-
states for L = 201 layers. We then quench the system
into the CI phase at Mf =MC −∆M and find the occu-
pation probabilities of the final eigenstates by calculating
overlaps with the final eigenstates.
To explore the Hall response, we then add a small
electric field Eyˆ, and calculate the currents in our non-
equilibrium state. We find that for small quenches
∆M/MC = 0.1 and 0.2, the resulting Hall response of
the strip is σsH = 0.66 and 0.65 respectively. Hence, in
small quenches symmetric around the transition point,
the Hall conductivity of a strip successfully reproduces
the infinite system result of 2/3.
IV. HARMONIC TRAP
Nearly all cold atom experiments include a harmonic
trap. Naively, this potential complicates the search for
topological physics: Even if the center of the cloud is
a CI, the edge is always metallic. The metallic edges
wash out any potential signals from edge modes, and one
might expect them to dominate the Hall response, yield-
ing non-universal, non-quantized results. In this section,
we investigate a Haldane model with harmonic confine-
ment added. We find equilibrium currents whose spatial
distribution reveals the underlying topological physics.
We discuss protocols for detecting these currents, and
using them to infer the quantize Hall response.
We take the formalism of Section III C, and add a po-
tential H =
∑
i
1
2
mω2y2i where yi is the y-position of
the ith site. We consider this uni-directional harmonic
potential as it makes analyzing the currents simpler. In
a cylindrically symmetric harmonic trap, one would ob-
serve similar results, with the radial direction playing the
role of y. In Fig.7(a), we show the local density of states
of this system, taking M = 0, t2 = 0.2t1, φ = 0.5π, and
~ω = 0.09t1. We take the chemical potential to lie in the
bulk gap at the center of the cloud, which will locally be
in the CI phase. The metallic edges are characterized by
the finite density of states at the Fermi level.
In Fig.7(b), we show the local equilibrium current Jℓ,
as a function of position in finite direction in the ab-
sence of an electric field. In the insulating region, one
sees a current which grows linearly with position in a
trap. On the metallic edges, there are large counter-
propagating currents. The net current vanishes. The
bulk currents are nothing but the quantized anomalous
Hall currents coming from the topological band and the
trapping potential. The trap is equivalent to a spatially
dependent electric field Ey = −mω2y/e. Within a local
density approximation this leads to a local current den-
sity jx = σHEy = −eCmω2y/h. Indeed, the slope of the
line in Fig.7(b) matches this prediction.
We propose a simple protocol to measure these local
currents. One begins with a non-interacting spin polar-
ized Fermi gas in a situation like Fig.7(a). Using stan-
dard techniques [21–24], one locally flips the spins of a
small number of atoms. Local currents will be apparent
in the motions of these spins. Cold atom experiments
can explore not only the average current, but also the
spatial distribution of the currents [20, 25]. This extra
information can disentangle the contributions from the
metallic edges and the bulk. Furthermore, if the system
is to be quenched, one can still access the Hall response
of the topological central region even in the presence of
a harmonic trap.
V. SUMMARY
Out-of-equilibrium systems exhibit new topological
phenomena which have no equilibrium counterpart.
Here, we report a universal fractional value of the Hall
conductivity when the mass sign of a single Dirac cone
7in a two-band model is suddenly changed. The energy
spectrum is independent of the sign of the gap while the
eigenstates are sensitive to it. We find that this sym-
metry results in a contribution to the Hall response of
|Cneq | = 1/6 independently from the actual value of the
gap. By studying the Haldane model, we illustrate the
universality of this result: Any symmetric topological
quench dominated by a single Dirac cone will observe
this fractional Hall response. We find that the out-of-
equilibrium response is highly nonlinear in the impulse.
To connect with experiments [10], we explore finite size
effects, and the role of harmonic confinement. By study-
ing finite strips of size L, we determine that there are cor-
rections to the quantized conductance which scale as 1/L.
Including the harmonic confinement, we find the equilib-
rium bulk currents which reveal the quantized Hall effect.
We propose an experiment for detecting these currents.
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